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Toward an ethical framework for climate services
A White Paper of the Climate Services Partnership Working Group on Climate Services Ethics

Principles of Practices &
Principles of Product
Integrity, Transparency, Humility, Collaboration

This morning’s update:
Coauthors: Peter Adams, Erika Eitland,
Bruce Hewitson, Catherine Vaughan,
Robert Wilby, Stephen Zebiak
Endorsements include:
• Global Framework for Climate Services
• Climate Knowledge Brokers
• START Secretariat
• Red Cross Climate Centre
• Climate Change Agriculture & Food Security
Theme of the Consultative Group for
International Agricultural Research.

A quick survey of the exhibition raises
the question:
How good is the information, how is
that assessed, by what authority, with
what accountability and consequence?
Christiane Figueres noted that
individuals must grasp responsibility
and not hide behind the aggregate

http://www.climate-services.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/CS-Ethics-White-Paper-Oct-2015.pdf
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Perspective

(often
absent)

The decision maker’s dilemma
Expected to be able to:

“Spatial
disaggregation
techniques”

Obs
(Hard to access)
RCMs

Decision
maker

- Assess skill
- Understand confidence
- Consider uncertainty

(many)
GCMS

- Accommodate dependencies
- Reconcile contradictions

(hi-res)
ESD

Non-climate
stressors

- Find trust amidst competing climate
products and services

“The future cannot affect us, but we can be affected by conceptions of the future.”

The essence in two slides
1. Problem:
• A dominance of a linear supply chain mentality;
• which is chasing high resolution regional information;
• where “next-users” over-interpret the information;
• from badly communicated and contradictory data;
• provided by a plethora of portals;
• by self-authorized “boundary organizations”;
• with little or no accountability;
• making multiple leaps of assumption;
• and using an ambiguous language set.
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The essence in two slides
2. Issues for ethical alternatives:
• Predicated on Integrity, Transparency, Humility;
• Refocused on robust “information for regions”
• Examined through co-exploration partnerships
• With a shared accountability
• Recognizing system complexity
• Targets the relevant “decision-scale” in time and space
• Social learning approaches to enable a joint design
Steynor, A. et al. (2016): Co-exploratory climate risk workshops: Experiences from urban Africa, Climate
Risk Management, J. Climate Risk Management, doi:10.1016/j.crm.2016.03.001
Daron, J. D. et al. (2014). The role of regional climate projections in managing complex socio-ecological
systems. Regional Environmental Change, doi:10.1007/s10113-014-0631-y

Cities and their co-dependent regions
• Contested values,
authority, and
accountability: whose
values, which authority,
what accountability?

The challenge:
[Moving] From “it’s real” to “here is the
information you need to make good decisions
for your stakeholders” Chris Field, IPCC AR5 WGII co-chair

• Ethical interpretation of
information for the
decision scale of a codependent city-region
system
• Contrasting views of
consequence in
considering thresholds of
degradation and failure;
e.g.: collapse of Maputo
vegetable production

Google Earth

Maputo: 1.6 million people, 3.1% annual urbanization growth rate
(Africa generally urbanizing at 4%, the largest of any continent)
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City contexts
Understand the operational option space
• Strong planning focused environment
• Competing modes and methods including political
contexts when making decisions.
• Technical versus ‘softer’/greener approaches
• Decision making is therefore linked to a way of
operating.
• Linear approaches usually too simple.

Decision making contexts matter
• Pluralistic and varied adaptive processes
• Multi-stakeholder forums usually needed
• Decision making contexts depend on ‘next user’ profile and mode
of operation.
• Myriad of tools and approaches
• Contested space of boundary organisations

Conflicts and tensions need to be managed
• Because of different approaches the decision making
environment will vary.
• Social learning approaches may enable a joint design approach to
emerge. Introducing climate information into such a ‘mixed’
setting requires understanding of context.
• A ‘one size fits all’ will not suffice.
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Transformative practice using systems approaches?

(after SLIM, 2004)

Social learning: process of socially constructing an issue by actors in which their
understandings and practices change, leading to transformation of the situation
through collective / concerted action.

Example: Johannesburg
The urban system has
key vulnerabilities, for
example urban flooding
under intense rain
events.
The city has regional codependencies, for
example water from
Lesotho and electricity
from ESKOM.
How to responsibly plan
when the climate
information is partial,
contradictory between
sources, and uncertain?
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Example: Lusaka
• Co-create a concept model of the baseline codependent urban-region system
• Identify sensitives to climate change
• Co-explore messages of consequence at decision scales

www.fractal.org.za

Future Resilience for African CiTies And Lands (FRACTAL)
Climate System Analysis Group
University of Cape Town

3 + 2 + 3 Cities with their co-dependent regions
•
•
•
•
•

Maputo, Lusaka, Windhoek – core & funded
Durban, Cape Town (Jhb) – partners, self-funded
Cities have a signed commitment to engage
Each city has partners from local academia and from
city governance
Tier 2 cities to evaluate knowledge transferability:
(Blantyre, Gaborone and Harare)

Google Earth

Maputo: 1.6 million people, 3.1% annual urbanization growth rate
(Africa generally urbanizing at 4%, the largest of any continent)
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